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Abstract
The punching resistance of actual reinforced concrete flat slabs is potentially influenced by the compressive membrane action, which may significantly increase their resistance compared to isolated laboratory specimens. However, design codes have been developed using the results of laboratory experiments and therefore usually neglect this phenomenon.

In this paper, a numerical model is presented to describe the behaviour of continuous and confined flat slabs under distributed loads. The flexural strength and stiffness are shown to increase due to the redistribution of moments and in-plane forces in the slab arising from the confinement of the slab dilation. The failure criterion of the Critical Shear Crack Theory is applied to predict the punching strength. The modelling results are compared to experimental data of some unconventional punching tests from the literature and satisfactory correlation is found.

1 Introduction
Punching shear is often the governing mode of failure in slender flat slabs. The code provisions for this verification are developed using results of laboratory tests performed on isolated specimens of limited size. Typically, the test setup is designed in a manner that avoids the development of in-plane forces in the specimen.

The punching resistances of actual flat slabs have been observed to potentially exceed the values obtained by laboratory testing [1]. This has been attributed to the development of compressive membrane action in the slab due to its confinement [2]. Models based on the theory of plasticity have been used to take this effect into account [3, 4]. According to a rigid-plastic solution [4], the load-carrying capacity of the element obtains a maximum value at zero deflection \( w = 0 \) ((1) in Fig. 1) and diminishes with increasing \( w \) due to the decreasing rise of the compression arch (2). At deflections close to the thickness of the element \( h \), the capacity tends to the unconfined yield-line solution \( q_{\text{yl}} \) (3). For predicting the increasing branch of the load-deflection curve, elastic-plastic modes [5] have to be used. These models consider that the supports have a certain lateral restraining stiffness that does not allow the development of full confining force at zero deflection ((4) in Fig. 1). However, determining an appropriate stiffness remains a problem that has not been satisfactorily solved [6].

![Fig. 1 Membrane effect in confined reinforced concrete elements according to rigid-plastic and elastic-plastic approaches](image)

Unlike actual continuous slabs, the test specimens typically model only the hogging moment area around the support. This approach simplifies the testing, as no bending moment has to be applied at the edge of the specimen to model the influence of the surrounding slab. The extent of the hogging moment area is usually determined by an elastic analysis of the slab, which for regular span bays leads to a distance of approximately 0.22 \( L \) from the centre of the column to the line of moment con-
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This method does not take into account the influence of moment redistribution between hogging and sagging moments that can occur in continuous slabs due to their non-linear behaviour (cracking of concrete and yielding of reinforcement). The applicability of the calculation models therefore depends on the correctness of the assumption of elastic moment distribution.

2 Numerical model

In the current research, a numerical model based on the work done previously at École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne [7, 8] is developed to determine the deformations and internal forces of a two-way slab submitted to a concentrated support reaction.

The slab is divided into axisymmetric elements (Fig. 2). For each element, equations for the equilibrium of internal forces (Eq. 1) and the compatibility of deformations (Eq. 2) can be written:

\[ m_{r,i+1} \cdot r_{i+1} - m_{r,i} \cdot r_i - m_{\varphi,i} \cdot \Delta r_i + q_i \cdot A_i (r_q - r_i) = 0 \]  
\[ n_{r,i+1} \cdot r_{i+1} - n_{r,i} \cdot r_i - n_{\varphi,i} \cdot \Delta r_i = 0 \]  
\[ \chi_{r,i} = -\psi_i + \chi_{r,i} \cdot \Delta r_i / 2 \]  
\[ \varepsilon_{r,i} = u_i + \varepsilon_{r,i} \cdot \Delta r_i / 2 \]  

A layered non-linear sectional analysis can provide the moment-curvature relationship to relate the internal forces to the deformations. In the current research, a simplified multi-linear relationship between bending moment \( m \) along with normal force \( n \) and curvature \( \chi \) along with expansion \( \varepsilon \) is utilized in order to facilitate calculations:

\[ (m, n_i) = f_{\text{multi\-lin}} (\chi, \varepsilon) \]  

The calculation is started at the first element in the centre of the slab \( (r_i = 0) \), where rotation \( \psi \), radial displacement \( u \) and deflection \( w \) are equal to zero. A state of deformations \( (\chi_{r,i}, \varepsilon_{r,i}) \) is assumed at the internal radial edge of the first element. Tangential forces acting on the element are found by using the geometrical compatibility equations (2) and the multi-linear sectional response (3). Using the force equilibrium equations (1), the internal forces at the other radial edge of the element (at \( r_{i+1} \)) are determined. Then, the state of deformations \( (\chi_{r,i+1}, \varepsilon_{r,i+1}) \) at \( r_{i+1} \) is found from the inverse of Eq. 3, after which the rotation \( \psi_{i+1} \), the radial displacement \( u_{i+1} \) and the deflection \( w_{i+1} \) are determined. Thereafter, the calculation can be repeated for the next element. At the outer edge of the slab, two boundary conditions result from the assumed state of deformations at the centre of the slab:

\[ (c_{L,\text{edge}}, c_{L,\text{edge}}) = f (\chi_{r,i}, \varepsilon_{r,i}) \]  

The state of deformations at the first element leading to the desired boundary conditions is found iteratively. The boundary conditions can model different boundary conditions of a slab, for example:
3 Results of the modelling

As an example, the model is applied to predict the deformations of a typical slab in a building with a span of $L = 7$ m between the axes of the columns, thickness $h = 250$ mm, effective depth $d = 210$ mm, concrete strength $f_c = 35$ N/mm$^2$, flexural reinforcement ratio $\rho_1 = 1.0\%$ above the columns and $\rho_2 = 0.5\%$ at mid-span with the yield strength of reinforcing steel $f_y = 550$ N/mm$^2$. The diameter of the columns is $c = 260$ mm. The load is applied uniformly over the whole slab.

The slab is modelled firstly as an isolated hogging moment area (with a radius of $0.22 \cdot L$), secondly as a continuous slab (radius $0.7 \cdot L$ that leads to a size of the hogging moment area of $0.22 \cdot L$ in the uncracked phase) but neglecting the presence of in-plane forces (equilibrium conditions (1b) and (2b)), thirdly as a continuous slab taking into account the in-plane forces but applying no external confinement (a self-confined slab) and lastly as a continuous slab with perfectly restrained horizontal displacement.

![Fig. 3 Example of the application of the model using different edge conditions](image)

Fig. 3 presents the relationship between the shear force and the slab rotation at the line of moment contraflexure. In accordance with the models based on the theory of plasticity, taking into account the in-plane forces significantly increases the flexural strength and stiffness of the slab. It is interesting to note that even only the stiffness of the slab portion outside the hogging moment area provides a considerable amount of confinement and significantly decreases the deflections.

3.1 Effect of moment redistribution

As seen in Fig. 3 on the load-rotation curve of the continuous slab with membrane forces neglected, an important part of the increase of strength and stiffness results from taking into account the activation of sagging moment in mid-span.

![Fig. 4 Load-rotation curves of an isolated specimen and continuous slabs with different span reinforcement ratios (left); distance to the line of moment contraflexure (right)](image)
Fig. 4 (right) shows the distance to the line of moment contraflexure depending on the load. In Fig. 4 (left), the load-rotation curve of an isolated element is compared to the curve for continuous slabs with different amounts of mid-span reinforcement. It can be seen that while the initial load-rotation responses of the continuous slab and a corresponding isolated element are similar, the difference increases at higher levels of load and rotation. This is explained by the changes of the location of the line of moment contraflexure in the continuous model. As the cracking of concrete and yielding of reinforcing bars at the column and in mid-span occur at different loads levels, moments are redistributed between hogging and sagging moments. The distance to the line of moment contraflexure approaches the elastic estimate of $0.22L$ only after the concrete is cracked both in the span and at the column but reinforcement does has not yet reached yielding in the tangential direction at the column.

4 Failure criterion of the critical shear crack theory

A brittle punching failure often occurs before the full development of flexural deformations described above. The mechanical model of the Critical Shear Crack Theory [9] predicts that the failure occurs where the load-rotation curve intersects with the failure criterion. The failure criterion depends on the opening (proportional to $\psi \cdot d$) and the roughness (proportional to the maximum aggregate size $d_g$; $d_{g0} = 16$ mm) of the inclined critical crack around the face of the column [9]:

$$V_{kr} = \frac{3/4 \cdot b_0 d \sqrt{f_c}}{1 + 15 \cdot \frac{\psi \cdot d}{d_{g0} + d_g}}$$

where $b_0$ indicates the length of the control perimeter that is located at $d/2$ from the edge of the column. The failure criterion is therefore shifted upwards with increasing column size. For shear-reinforced slabs, it has been shown [10] that the failure criterion for slabs with sufficient amounts of shear reinforcement is a multiple of the failure criterion for slabs without shear reinforcement (5).

The compressive in-plane force in the vicinity of the column may have an influence on the failure criterion by decreasing the opening of the critical crack. For prestressed slabs, good results were obtained by reducing the product $\psi \cdot d$ in equation (5) [11]. However, this influence is not taken into account in the current paper.

Fig. 5 shows the application of CSCT for the example slab presented in Fig. 3. For slabs with small column sizes or without shear reinforcement, the increase in the predicted punching resistance is less significant. However, the increase is more important for slabs with large amounts of highly efficient shear reinforcement (like double-headed shear studs) or for slabs on larger columns. This suggests that for slabs with shear reinforcement, testing punching on isolated specimens might not be representative of actual slabs because of the significantly lower flexural strength of the isolated specimens compared to continuous slabs.

It should also be noted that while the punching strength increases due to the confinement, the deformation capacity of the slab decreases. This could lead to higher than predicted forces generated by imposed displacements.

![Fig. 5 Load-rotation curve and failure criteria for isolated and continuous slabs](image-url)
5 Comparison with test results

The predictions of the numerical model together with the failure criterion of CSCT were compared to the results of some unconventional punching tests reported in the literature:

- A test [12] on a 7.2 x 7.2 m continuous slab supported on 16 columns (h = 110 mm) of different sizes (Ø 100 – 320 mm), punching of the four interior columns (C6, C7, C10 and C11) is analysed in this paper;
- Three punching tests with cyclic loading [13] (MRA, MRB and MRC) on 4.2 x 4.2 m slabs with rotationally restrained edges (h = 152 mm);
- Four punching tests [11] (PC1, PC2, PC3 and PC4) with applied sagging moment close to the edges (h = 250 mm).

Table 1 Comparison of the predicted punching strengths to the experimental values (* – cyclic test)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>MRA</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>0.88*</td>
<td>0.80*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRB</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>0.87*</td>
<td>0.77*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRC</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>0.82*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C6</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C7</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C10</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C11</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>PC1</td>
<td>1202</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC2</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC3</td>
<td>1338</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PC4</td>
<td>1431</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.12 (only static tests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10 (only static tests)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 presents the comparison of the results of the analyses to the experimental data. All the tests were analysed firstly by considering only the effect of moment redistribution and neglecting the in-plane forces (applying only the first edge conditions in Table 1) (VR,nomembr.) and secondly, also considering the in-plane forces (applying both edge conditions) (VR,membr.). Very satisfying correlation between the predictions and the test results is found, considering the complexity of the tests analysed.

![Fig. 6 Measured and predicted load-deformation curves for the interior columns of Ladner’s experiment on a continuous slab [12]](image)
Fig. 6 illustrates the application of the model by showing the measured and predicted load-deformation curves for Ladner’s experiments [12]. For comparison, the load-rotation curves for the corresponding isolated elements are also shown. It can be observed that the isolated model clearly underestimates the deformations, whereas the continuous model with membrane effect slightly overestimates the stiffness.

6 Conclusions and outlook

This paper presents a numerical model to predict the flexural behaviour and punching shear strength of reinforced concrete flat slabs under distributed loads. Moment redistribution between hogging and sagging moments in continuous slabs as well as the development of in-plane forces due to confinement provided by the external elements and the slab itself are taken into account. Together with the failure criterion of the Critical Shear Crack Theory, the model is able to predict the punching strengths of unconventional punching test specimens with a satisfactory precision.

It is shown that the effects of moment redistribution and membrane forces can greatly increase the punching capacity of flat slabs even without external confining elements.

To become applicable in the design practice, the model should be further validated with comparisons with additional test results and possibly simplified. The influence of the compressive normal forces on the failure criterion should also be further investigated.
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